Bekijk de webversie

Mandali, local products and
more...

Hello {{voornaam}},
In this Mandali email you can read information about
our Mandali store in Kournas, news about Crete,
about the village of Kournas and much more.
You read about the products we sell, I give you background information about these
products and about the activities we organize.
I hope you enjoy reading it.

What is the current situation in Crete?
Developments regarding the Coronavirus are still an important news topic. How are the
infected people, how many infections are there, what are the latest measures, how can we
best protect ourselves and our family, etc.
It is going very well here on Crete: there have been no new infections for about 3 weeks !!!
The hospitals still remain prepared for new cases and the strict lockdown rules still apply.

going out
We can only go outside for a valid reason (groceries or visit to the bank, doctor or pharmacy
visit, help the elderly or walk the dog or exercise) and must also notify us by text message.
After a confirmation via text message, we can then go. We must also have our passport and
registration card with us.
People who are working (supermarket, farmers, nursing, etc.) have a form from the employer
and their own form with all data.
In the beginning, this was very strange, but you get used to it, so this is almost normal for us.
Not too many people are allowed in the supermarkets and it is very quiet on the roads. Most
people stay close to home or at home. The elderly in particular are very careful, of course
they are also a vulnerable group.
Fortunately, the cold winter period is now over and people with a garden or balcony can
enjoy the spring sun or a short walk nearby.

latest news
The latest news is that perhaps the first small businesses may open again after May 4, with
distance and hygiene rules. This means that, for example, shoe shops, hairdressing salons,
restaurants with a terrace and also Mandali can open again.
The schools will remain closed for the time being. Perhaps the secondary schools will open
again from mid-May, but the primary schools will not yet.

tourism
Many people are very concerned about the coming period. Crete is largely dependent on
tourists and that is not only the hotels, restaurants and small businesses. The farmers,
bakers and butchers who supply the hotels and restaurants with vegetables, fruit, bread and
meat also earn a large part of their money from tourists.
And then we have the guides, the car, boat and quad rental companies, the souvenir shops,
etc. And nobody knows what the future holds. Are tourists coming this summer? When are
they coming? How many are coming? Will it be safe enough? All questions to which nobody
knows the answer.

support
The government can give financial support to the personnel who work in tourism and also
the small and medium-sized enterprises that still have to remain closed. Almost everyone is
entitled to an amount of € 800 for the months of March and April and a 40% reduction on the
rent of the commercial property. That's not much, but it helps a bit.
Everyone has the same problems and everyone is waiting to see what will happen in the
coming weeks. The familiar expression “Τι να κάνουμε” (what can we do) is now heard all
around you.

Nature is so beautiful right now. Many flowers, so many
shades of green on the mountains, fragrant sage and of
course the large yellow umbels of the fennel.
You can see this plant everywhere here, in the fields, but
also on the side of the road. The real fennel, the maratho
smells like anise, and the fake fennel has no odour. It is
difficult to distinguish the 2 types.
Most varieties are the fake fennel. You can read more information about the fennel here.

Daily life in Kournas
It is also very quiet in Kournas. But oddly enough you get used to that quickly.
Fortunately we have already had some beautiful warm days and then it is wonderful to be
outside. They take the donkeys for a walk, take a walk in or around the village and share
the latest news with the neighbours on the balcony or in the garden. Many houses and
gardens have since been cleaned, tidied or repaired. We now have plenty of time for that.
Many people in Kournas are not afraid of contamination, but they generally abide by the
rules. The youngsters don't take it too seriously and they just built a funeral pyre before
Easter (a smaller one as usual) and burnt the Judas on Saturday night, with fireworks and
pistol shots.

Easter
This Easter was also so strange. For most people, for the first time in their lives, this was
an Easter celebration with no family, friends, no lamb on the spit, no church service, and
no holy light. Easter is the most important festival for the Greeks and you should
celebrate it exuberantly. But not this year.
We often celebrate Easter in the village, in the centre at the bakery or with friends in the
area. But this year we were at home and for the first time since we live here in Crete, we
had not drunk a drop of wine and eaten a piece of lamb on Easter Monday before 12:00!
So weird, so rare, so boring.

preparations
The front of the tavern Kali Kardia is being completely refurbished: new tiles on the
terrace and the front painted in a beautiful light colour. Maria and Eleni from tavern
Kournas were also busy: the chairs and tables have already been repainted green.
The farmer Stelios and his sons removed the oldest vines in the vineyard. The ground is
ploughed and now they will plant new vines.

Our daily activities
The greengrocer, the cheese farmer and the baker still come to our street, so shopping is
easy. Once a week we drive to Vrisses for straw for the donkeys and then we immediately
take the groceries from the supermarket in Kavros. And we are also at home or at home.
Fortunately we have a large balcony and terrace.
We have had a small move at home and exchanged the bedroom and the living room. A
kind of extensive spring cleaning. You do that when you spend a lot of time at home.
Now only the winter clothes in the back of the closet and the summer clothes in the front
again. Yippee !!!

walking
As long as the store is not open yet, we go out with the donkeys every day. Or I am
looking for herbs, wild vegetables or a nice bouquet of flowers in the backyard. Arno is
still faithfully doing his exercises for his leg muscles and is almost daily busy with his new
hobby: baking bread. Recently he bakes bread with sourdough, because yeast is no
longer available. It is a bit more work, but nice that the bread is. I'm more of a tasty baker
and prefer to bake cookies or cake.
Because the days are getting longer and more swallows have come, on the beautiful days
we already have the idea that it is summer. The evenings are still chilly, but I don't mind
that much. I am still knitting (socks for Maria from the tavern Kournas) and the wool has
yet to be carded. I still have things to do.

BLOG
Many people have asked us about our experiences here
on Crete and how we got here. And why we live and work
in Kournas and much more.
Reason enough to finally start a Blog !!!
Our first holiday experience in Crete (in 2000) is the first story I wrote on the Blog page
and besides stories about our holidays in Crete, you can also expect our everyday
experiences.
For now I only write the Blog in Dutch and I hope you can use Google Translate for the
English ttranslation.

News about Mandali
The shop is still closed, but we may be able to open again after May 4. We do not
immediately expect many customers. Tourists will not visit Crete in the first weeks, but
many foreigners also live on the island and we hope they come to visit us for purchase or
perhaps a botanical walk with or without donkeys.
The storm has blown over the 2 cypresses that stood in front of the shop. I have put them
in new pots and they are still waiting a bit sheltered from the building until we open again.
I have also trimmed and cared for the other plants and herbs again, so they are already
ready.
You may know the little dog Bartje aka Danny de Vito. He is always looking for company
and especially meat in the centre of the village! He now walks through the village with his
soul under his paw: there is no one, no company and especially no meat at the taverns.
This year we are celebrating our 1st lustrum and we would like to celebrate it a bit. We
are not yet revealing what we are going to do, but it will be festive and delicious (and it are
not the stroopwafels). We will not have these cookies in our range this year.

ordering local products from Mandali
Unfortunately I don't know yet when Peter will come back to Crete to take your orders. I've
looked at other ways to send packages, but this remains difficult and very expensive.
So please be patient. As soon as I know more, I will write to you immediately.

donkey news
Just like us, the donkeys are happy that it is spring again and that summer is coming. They
have plenty of green food to eat, they can take a nice walk with us and they will be brushed
again.
In winter, we brush the donkeys a little every now and then, so as not to remove their winter
fur. But now the first hairs come off, we help them with a good brushing to remove their
winter hairs. They love to be brushed and they also enjoy it when you curl their fur with your
hands and pull a little on the hair.
Only Popy is not so enthusiastic yet. It is already going much better than last year. We can
now brush her head, her shoulders and a part of her back. This is probably the 2nd year that
she has been brushed in her 21 year life. So then it goes quite well.

birthday
On April 2, we celebrated Zoë's 1st birthday with a delicious breakfast of carrots, grains,
bread and orange peel. Because we do not know exactly on which date the other donkeys
were born, we also celebrated the birthdays of Eos, who is now 10 years old, Cleo is now 4
years old, and Popy has turned 21 years old.

walking
The first longer walks after the winter months were also a bit difficult for her. The pace was
too fast, especially uphill. It went much better with some extra breaks. Eos and Popy are real
friends and when Popy stays too far behind, Eos stops and waits for her.

training
This week we started again with walks with saddles on, so that the condition of the donkeys
improves again and they get more muscle strength. Lately, they mainly used their eating
muscles!
Cleo is still a little skinny, but Zoë also still drinks milk with her a few times a day. We don't
want to ban Zoë from drinking, so we give Cleo some extra grains every now and then.

newsletter Mandali
Welcome to the new readers of our Mandali mail. Nice to
have you here.
Also take a look at our website with more information
about our shop, the donkeys and about us.
You can also find us on Facebook, Instagram and
YouTube.
I enjoyed sharing the news from Kournas with you again and hope you enjoyed reading
this newsletter.
If you have family or friends who are also interested in this Mandali newsletter, you can
always forward it. They can also register for the next newsletter via the website.
P.S.I am happy to answer questions about Kournas, the surrounding area and about
Crete in general.
Sunny greetings from Kournas, take care and stay healthy,
Arno and Barbara

Facebook

Website

Mandali, local products and more...
Kournas
73007 Apokoronas
Chania, Crete, Greece
tel: 0030-6951337205 + Whatsapp + VIBER

Deze e-mail is verstuurd aan {{email}}. • Als u geen nieuwsbrief meer wilt ontvangen, kunt
u zich hier afmelden. • U kunt ook uw gegevens inzien en wijzigen. • Voor een goede
ontvangst voegt u info@mandali-kournas.com toe aan uw adresboek.

